STUDENTS

OF ARKANSAS POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS

PRESENT THE...
A Complete Record of Our Activities
... collectively and in its component parts, holds many memories for those who choose to make it their temporary home. A temporary home certainly, but after we leave, a place we must often return to in our thoughts.

Upon entering the college as in entering this yearbook one must view it from outside in. First the buildings, then the classes, of course the people ... and necessarily the spirit and friendliness that distinguishes Arkansas Polytechnic from other colleges.
DEDICATION...
THE SPIRIT OF
TECH

Best exemplified by the words of our ...

ALMA MATER

Alma Mater, Alma Mater,
May we lift our eyes to thee,
May thy glory and thy honor
Be for'er our destiny.
May the colors green and gold
Our loyal hearts for'er enthrall,
And thy mem'ry live forever
In the hearts of us all.

Alma Mater, Alma Mater,
Cherished beacon of our youth,
Radiant emblem, shining symbol,
Guide that leads us on to truth.
Down life's pathway beaming for us,
Lead us ever by thy light;
Should we falter, then restore us
By thy spirit's glorious might.
As we look back through our years of college there will be many things that we will want to remember.

The big things will stand out. But there were little scenes and happenings—holding fond memories—which would be lost forever if not recorded.

Certainly we have recorded those big things. More than that, though, in the overall picture we have been careful not to overlook the insignificant parts which make it real 10, 20, or 30 years in the future.

Taking “memory” as our password, we have built this book as an instrument, enabling its owner to relive 1957-58 in years to come.

From registration in the fall to final exams in the spring, this is a cross section of a year at Arkansas Tech...take...read...relive.
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